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Press fitting

The present invention concerns compression fittings or press fittings, and more particularly a

ring for visual indication of compression. The present invention also concerns the use of such

press fittings and a compression process.

Compression fittings, also called press fittings, which can connect pipes by compression and

deformation using one or two sleeves, are well known in the field of tubing, piping and line

system installation, for example, water, gas or heating.

Press fittings are used to connect not only metal but also plastic or composite metal-plastic

pipes. They are used to connect appropriately arranged sections of pipe, with their connecting

pieces being inserted into the ends of the pipes to be connected, where they are then deformed

or crimped or pressed. They are fastened in certain zones, e.g. using press sleeves on the piec

es by using so-called system compression tools that usually have interchangeable pressing

jaws.

The tube, pipe, or conduit systems are assembled in several steps: first the pipes are inserted

into a fitting, and then the fitting is crimped to guarantee good mechanical strength and a leak-

tight installation. The compression is essentially a pressure on the fitting sleeve - also re

ferred to as a press sleeve - which causes the deformation or shaping of the fitting to the pipe

which is inserted into it. The pressure is usually applied to the fitting using a press jaw acting

as a compression tool. These press jaws apply radial pressure to the fitting material in order to

bring about an interaction with the surface of the pipe(s)/pipe(s) to be connected, thus achiev

ing a reliable connection and a reliable seal.

For different pipe arrangements, press fittings can be designed as curved, angular or T-shaped

pieces, with commonly one, two or three connection pieces being provided.

Installation or maintenance of a tubing, piping or conduit system requires the assembly of a

plurality of pipes and press fittings. It is critical that each connection in the installation be

properly crimped to assure the strength and leak-tightness of the entire system or installation.



Otherwise, there can be serious safety problems, particularly in the case of gas piping sy s

tems. When assembling such pipe systems a large number of such press fittings are needed to

connect the individual sections of pipe. There is the risk that a press connection might be for

gotten in the area of individual connection pieces. When they are installed in buildings under

construction, where contamination by dirt frequently exists and the visibility or light condi

tions are not particularly good, such press fittings are in addition almost impossible to see

from outside.

Sometimes it is difficult to be sure that all connections were properly assembled and crimped.

This may be due to working conditions (poor light, for example) or due to the repetition of

steps during installation which can adversely effect the careful verification of each connec

tion.

Because a fitting and a section of pipe at first appear to be connected thanks to the internally

arranged seal that is customarily present, it is sometimes forgotten to provide or carry out the

final non-positive and undetachable press connection. Even subsequent pressure tests of the

finished pipe system do not always allow the missing press connection to be detected so that,

in particular in the case of gas lines, there is a risk that missed press connections are not no

ticed. This can result in considerable consequential damage.

Such press fittings are widely known and various methods have already been described as to

how one might avoid forgetting to make the press connections or to allow the installer to

check that the fittings have been correctly crimped. EP 1790896 A and DE 20013425 U l

must be particularly mentioned in this regard.

An example of a marking ring or annular element was described in EP 1 790 896, the ring

being designed to be destroyed by the pressure applied during the crimping, thus providing a

means of visual indication that the crimping was performed properly. However, occasionally

segments from the broken ring jam the compression tool and cause the tool to malfunction.

Further, both the sliding on of the ring and a possible interaction between the compression

tool and the pipe section can result in damage to the pipe section, and there is also in particu

lar a risk that the edge of the press sleeve may be impaired or inadequately pressed.



In document DE 20013425 U l an indicator ring is shown that is located at a distance from the

edge of the compression sleeve. Here again the risk of damage occurring to the immediately

adjacent pipe section cannot be excluded, nor can it be guaranteed that the edge will be

properly pressed.

An object of the present invention is to provide a press fitting with a better means of visual

indication, wherein proper assembly can be clearly recognized, without the risk of damaging

the adjacent pipe.

Another object of the present invention is to propose a compression process that indicates to

the user that the crimping has been performed properly.

To this effect, the present invention proposes a press fitting that possesses the features of in

dependent claim 1. Preferred embodiments are defined in the dependent claims.

In particular, the invention proposes a press fitting that possesses an annular element that is

substantially aligned with the pipe-side edge or open end of the fitting. As a result, it is possi

ble for the first time to assign the annular element several functions in suitable fashion. The

function of indicating that pressing has taken place is in itself known, but it is definitely ad-

vantageous if the indicator element is positioned at the outermost edge from where it cannot

be displaced, because this is the only way in which proper pressing of the edge can be guaran

teed.

A further function consists in providing permanent optically monitored guidance of the com-

pression tool, by means of which the edge of the tool can be simply aligned with the edge of

the press fitting.

Yet a further function that is thus provided consists in the distribution of force, or in the fact

that the annular element is an interposed force-transmitting part. This can be supported by at

least local orthoradial deformability, i.e. a deformability oriented substantially perpendicular

to the radial as well as to the axial direction. In other words, it is particularly advantageous to

design the annular element in such a way that it can adapt to changing peripheral radii. Thus,

in a complete departure from what was previously known, the press sleeve at the pipe-side



edge is deformed by the multi-function annular element and, as a result, in a surprisingly sim

ple manner, the adjoining pipe section can at the same time be effectively protected from b e

ing damaged, because on the one hand the compression tool is visibly guided and thus an in

teraction can be simply excluded, and on the other hand the annular element remains within

the compression tool and interposed with respect to the press or compression sleeve, thus re

ducing the risk of jamming or blocking. At the same time, the pressing of the edge of the

press sleeve can be improved because, for example, even if the compression tool is dirty, the

deformation is achieved by a perfectly coaxial surface - e.g. the inner surface sections of the

annular segments.

According to a particularly preferred embodiment, a press fitting is provided to join pipes or

to connect a pipe, where the press sleeve is provided at the pipe-side edge with an annular

element, the latter being provided and intended to interact with a compression tool in order to

guide the compression tool and to undergo a change in its appearance after the predetermined

action of the compression tool has taken place.

Advantageously, the press fitting, includes a fitting body with a fitting support onto which a

pipe end can be inserted, a compression sleeve, which surrounds the fitting support. The press

sleeve is configured to be deformed by the crimping pressure to attach the pipe end to the fit-

ting support. Concurrently the annular element is located at the open end of the compression

sleeve and is configured to transmit the pressure of the compression tool to the compression

sleeve. Therefore, the annular element is provided and is intended to transmit onto the press

sleeve the forces that are acting on the annular element in the area of the pipe-side edge while

the compression tool is being applied.

The annular element can be configured to transmit the crimping pressure to the crimp sleeve,

while serving as a guide during crimping. The annular element can be advantageously provid

ed and intended to guide the compression tool in such a way that the edges of the compression

tool and of the press sleeve are in alignment. Alternatively or additionally, the annular ele-

ment may be or may remain at least partially visible at least during most of the time when the

compression tool is being applied.



Advantageously, the annular element is provided and intended to be permanently deformed or

broken by the action of the appropriate compression tool. The permanent deformation or frac

ture guarantees that the annular element can only be used once. In particular, the permanent

deformation limit can be set relatively close to the deformation force of the compression

sleeve, and it can be particularly advantageous to provide different deformation limit values

extending in different directions.

According to a preferred embodiment, the annular element is provided and intended to be

permanently deformed or broken in the orthoradial direction by the action of the appropriate

compression tool. Advantageously, the annular element contains primarily orthoradially de-

formable areas that should be in particular evenly distributed.

A particularly preferred deformation of the press sleeve occurs when the annular element is

provided and intended, under the action of an appropriate compression tool, to undergo a re-

duction in the radius of curvature to a radius, and/or it possesses segments having a radius of

curvature that is less than the radius of curvature of the press sleeve prior to deformation. It is

also possible to provide that the inner surface of at least sections of the annular element sub

stantially corresponds to the radius of curvature of the adjacent pipe section.

Advantageously, the annular element may be tapered on the compression tool side and/or on

the pipe side. In this way, it is particularly easy to show a visible permanent deformation, and

the tapering on the pipe side can also make it possible to deform the edge precisely along a

substantially linear contour.

In order to obtain the maximally uniform and thus sealing deformation, it is preferred that at

least half, preferably more than two thirds, and in particular preferably at least 90%, of the

inner circumferential surface of the annular element is in contact with the pipe-side edge of

the press sleeve prior to deformation.

Advantageously, the annular element should be prevented from moving axially, in order to

reduce still further any risk of jamming during deformation.



The invention also provides a new use of such a fitting, as is stated in the claims. The use is

new in that the pipe-side end edge is brought into intimate contact with the pipe by applying

force and by interposing parts of the annular element functioning as a force-distribution ele

ment. Surprisingly, both the leakproofness of the system can be verifiably guaranteed, and on

the other hand the risk of injury is minimized because the end zone is virtually pressed into

the material of the pipe and thus no projecting burr can be formed, as was previously often

encountered.

The use of a press fitting, in particular a press fitting as defined above, provides that a com-

pression tool is guided at the pipe-side edge of the press sleeve and this edge is deformed by

the force-transmitting interposition of annular segments acting or at least cooperating to pro

vide said guidance.

Contrary to previous practice, it is thus specifically desired that the annular element should

take part in the deformation. In total contrast, the German Utility Model DE 20013425 U

requires that the indicator rings should not affect or contaminate the system compression tool.

In all other previously known devices and uses the aim was also always to avoid deforming

the pipe-side edge itself, even if occasionally mention is made of a positioning in the end

zone, nor was it ever considered to use for deformation purposes an element that was intended

to mark or indicate deformation or proper pressing. Instead, an attempt was always made to

provide fracturing or splintering so as to be able to remove the fragments as quickly as possi

ble, or provision was made for displacement in an axial direction in order to move the element

out of the engagement zone. Above all, prior to the invention, it was assumed that contact

over a large part of the perimeter had to be avoided, in order to guarantee the fracturing in any

case, even if the predetermined fracture points are not, as in EP 1790896 Al, located outside

the tool.

Preferably, when using the fitting, the annular segments are present joined together in annular

fashion before the press sleeve is deformed, and after deformation they lie detached from each

other and away from the compression sleeve. Thus, when the compression tool is detached

and removed after the crimping, pressing or compressing step has been completed, the annular

segments simply fall down out of the tool, whereas, as previously mentioned, during the



pressing process itself they remain in the tool where they guide the tool and take part in the

deformation.

The invention thus combines for the first time various functions in an annular element ar-

ranged at the edge of the press sleeve and advantageously secured against axial displacement,

namely an indicator function, an optically monitorable guide function and a force-transmitting

function. This can be achieved in a particularly effective way if the orthoradial deformability

is larger compared to the radial deformability. It can be particularly advantageous to design

the annular element in such a way that the force effect applied results in permanent orthoradi-

al deformation and in elastic and/or permanent deformation of sections in a radial direction.

According to one embodiment, the annular element has a plurality of segments connected to a

plurality of connecting sections, the annular element being configured to have a substantial

reduction in circumference when crimping pressure is applied, due to ortho-radial defor-

mation of the connecting segments and simultaneous sliding of the segments towards each

other.

Preferably, each segment has a guiding zone at its ends, each guiding-zone-forming end being

connected to and configured to work with the guiding-zone-forming end of the adjacent seg-

ment.

Each guiding-zone-forming end could advantageously substantially match the shape of the

guiding-zone-forming end to which it is connected.

According to one embodiment, each guiding-zone-forming end has substantially the same

shape as the guiding-zone-forming end to which it is connected such that that two connected

ends fit one into the other during crimping.

The connection sections can advantageously be configured to break when a sufficient crimp-

ing pressure has been applied.

According to another embodiment, the open end of the press sleeve includes a chamfer to

guide the insertion of the pipe end.



The annular element can advantageously be flush with the open end of the crimp sleeve.

According to yet another embodiment, the annular element is slipped over the open end or

pipe side edge of the press or compression sleeve, and the ring has a protruding sleeve pro

jecting from the open end of the press sleeve towards the pipe.

Preferably, the lip forms a chamfer to guide the insertion of the pipe end.

The invention also proposes the use of a press fitting such as described, wherein a compres

sion tool is guided at an open end of the sleeve by means of a deformable, breakable ring lo

cated at the open end of the crimp sleeve, which is configured to transmit the crimping pre s

sure to the crimp sleeve.

The invention also concerns a crimping process including the application of crimping pres

sure, by a compression tool, on a deformable breakable annular element at an open end of a

press sleeve of a press fitting, the compression tool and/or the annular element segments re

maining guided when the annular element breaks due to the crimping pressure while a de

forming force is applied across and through the annular element to the sleeve.

Other characteristics and advantages of the invention will be more clearly evident upon read

ing the description of several currently preferred embodiments, provided as examples only,

with reference to the attached drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of a press fitting before assembly and press-

ing according to a first aspect of the present invention,

Figure 2 is shows a cross- sectional view corresponding to Fig. 1, but after assem

bly and pressing according to a first aspect of the present invention,

Figure 3 shows a ring usable on a press fitting according to a first aspect of the

present invention,

- Figure 4 shows a part of a ring alternatively usable on a press fitting according to a

first aspect of the present invention,

Figure 5 shows a part of another ring alternatively usable on a press fitting accord

ing to a first aspect of the present invention,



Figure 6 shows yet another ring alternatively usable on a press fitting according to

a first aspect of the present invention,

Figure 7 is a drawing of a press fitting according to another aspect of the present

invention,

- Figure 8 is a drawing of a cross-section of the fitting shown in Figure 7,

Figure 9 a cross sectional view of a base body configured as a press fitting accord

ing to one aspect of the invention,

Figure 10 shows a crimping process according to one aspect of the invention.

In the figures, identical parts are identified using the same reference numbers.

Figure 1 shows a press fitting 100 allowing the connection of a pipe 3 according to one aspect

of the present invention; Figure 2 shows the press fitting 100 after crimping. For a better

view, the drawing in Figure 2 is simplified, in that deformation from the crimping is not fully

shown.

The press fitting 100 includes a fitting body including an inner support 2 with a receiving area

and a crimp or press sleeve 4, which define an insertion space into which the end of the pipe 3

can be inserted.

The receiving area 2 extends from one end of the fitting body 1 in a longitudinal direction to

the other end of the fitting body and is preferably not continuous - although another configu

ration is conceivable. At its end opposite a pipe-side edge or open end, the receiving area of

the fitting support has a stop that limits the depth of insertion of a pipe 3.

The press sleeve 4 extends substantially around the inner support 2 and can be deformed in an

irreversible manner, using pressure, to attach the internal support 2 and the inserted end of the

pipe 3. The pressure can be applied by a press acting as a compression tool (not shown).

The press sleeve 4 extends, with a radial spacing, over at least part of the receiving area or

fitting support 2 in the longitudinal direction of the fitting body 1. Preferably - although an

other configuration is also conceivable - both the fitting body 1 and the press sleeve 4 are ro-

tationally symmetrical bodies and are coaxially arranged. The part of the receiving area 2 that



is covered by the press sleeve 4 is also regarded as the press sleeve because it is only in this

area that the pipe 3 can be connected to the press fitting 1.

At its open pipe-side end 41, also called pipe insertion end 41, the press sleeve 4 has a cham-

fer 42. The chamfer 42 is configured to guide the pipe 3 when the pipe is inserted into the

sleeve 4 and onto the inner support 2 of the press fitting 100.

The chamfer 42 extends substantially around the entire circumference of the pipe insertion

end 41, giving the pipe insertion end a form that is substantially flared or "trumpet shaped."

The fitting body 1 has an elongated configuration along a longitudinal axis and can be in one

configuration substantially symmetric with respect to its longitudinal axis.

A annular element or ring 5 is inserted in the press sleeve 4 at the pipe insertion end 6, i.e. at

the open end or pipe side edge of the compression sleeve. The ring 5 is permanently deforma-

ble, in particular breakable during crimping and is configured to visually indicate that the

crimping has been performed properly.

The ring 5 is designed as a plastic ring in the present case. It is preferably arranged at the

pipe-side edge 6 of the press sleeve 4 in such a way that it is flush with the end face of the

pipe-side end of the press sleeve4 and at the same time its inner circumferential surface is in

contact with the outer surface of the press sleeve4. In order to form a connection, the pipe 3

that is to be connected is inserted into the press fitting, into the annular cavity between the

press sleeve4 and the receiving area of the fitting support 2 and it is pushed as far as the stop

at the end of the receiving area 2. The spacing between the press sleeve4 and the receiving

area of the fitting support 2 corresponds substantially to the wall thickness of the pipe 3.

Figure 2 shows the press fitting 1 with the pipe 3 inserted between the press sleeve 4 and the

fitting support 2, in the pressed or connected state. This can be recognized from the fact that

the annular element 5 is missing, because once pressing has been successfully carried out and

this annular element 5 is deformed due to the at least partial transmission of the necessary

pressing force, it falls off, or can be easily removed. In order to keep the figure as simple as

possible, the other induced deformations are not shown here.



A brief outline will now be given of the use according to the invention. After a section of pipe

has been cut to length, this pipe 3 is inserted into the annular gap between the press sleeve4

and the fitting support 2, until the stop. In a preferred embodiment, the compression tool is

then applied to the annular element 5 in such a way that the outer curvature fits, preferably

with minimal play, into a matching receiving part on the compression tool. The goal is that at

least part of the force that is needed to press or crimp the pipe 3 with the press fitting should

be transmitted via the annular element 5. Thus, the annular element 5 takes part in the press

ing process, on the one hand by guiding the compression tool, and on the other hand by taking

part at least partially in the crimping and thus the connecting of the pipe 3 with the press fit

ting. This is accomplished by the ortho-radial deformability of the annular element 5, because

during the pressing process the latter is embedded between the pipe 3 and the compression

tool and can participate in the cross-sectional reduction caused by the pressing step, and in the

process it remains permanently in contact both with the compression tool and with the press

fitting. Once the compression tool is opened at the end of the pressing process, the segments

of the annular element 5 fall out, preferably by themselves, but they can also be removed

without any great difficulty from the corresponding recesses in the compression tool. The

absence of the annular element 5 on the press fitting from then on indicates that the latter has

been pressed.

As explained below, in Figures 3 through 5, the annular element 5 does not serve only to indi

cate [proper] crimping, but the annular element 5 is also configured to participate in the

crimping by transmitting force and by guiding the compression tool.

Figure 3 shows an annular element or ring 5 that can be used on a press fitting according to

another aspect of the present invention.

The ring 5, as shown in Figure 3, has four segments 51, 52, 53, 54 connected by four connect

ing sections 55, 56, 57, 58. The segment 5 1 is connected to a segment 52 by the connecting

section 55 and is connected to the segment 54 by the connecting section 58. The segments 52

and 53 are connected together by the connecting section 56, and the segments 53 and 54 are

connected together by the connecting section 57.



The segments 51, 52, 53, 54 are substantially in the general form of an arc and are configured

to bear on the surface of the pipe insertion end 6. Each of the segments 51, 52, 53, 54 has on

its ends a guiding zone 5 11-1, 5 11-2, 521-1, 521-2, 531-1, 531-2, 541-1, 541-2, respectively,

connected to and configured to work with the corresponding guiding zone of the adjacent

segment 51, 52, 53, 54.

For example, the segment 5 1 includes a guiding-zone-forming end 5 11-2 attached by the con

necting section 55 to the guiding-zone-forming end 521-1 of the segment 52. The segment 5 1

includes another guiding-zone-forming end 5 11-1 attached by the connecting section 58 to the

guiding-zone-forming end 541-2 of the segment 54. The segment 52 also includes a guiding-

zone-forming end 521-2 attached by the connecting section 56 to the guiding-zone-forming

end 531-1 of the segment 53. Segment 53 includes another guiding-zone-forming end 531-2

attached by the connecting section 57 to the guiding-zone-forming end 541-1 of the segment

54.

Each guiding-zone-forming end of each segment preferably has a shape that matches the guid

ing-zone-forming end that it will cooperate with. As shown in Figure 3, the guiding-zone-

forming ends are chamfered diagonally to the axial plane of the ring 5.

The connecting sections 55, 56, 57, 58 are configured to deform up to breaking under the or

tho-radial shear stress resulting from the pressure applied by the crimping tool. Ortho-radial

deformation means deformation is anticipated along an axis which is substantially orthogonal

to both the radial and the axial (longitudinal) axes of the press fitting.

The strength of the connecting sections is preferably selected such that breaking occurs only

when sufficient pressure, corresponding to the pressure required for proper crimping, has been

applied to the ring 5. This is to prevent breaking of the ring before the proper pressure has

been reached.

Thus, during crimping, the compression tool is supported by the indicator ring 5, which is

slipped over the press sleeve 4, at the pipe insertion end 6. The pressure exerted by the com

pression tool causes a substantial reduction in the circumference of the indicator ring 5 by



ortho-radial deformation of the connecting sections 55, 56, 57, 58 and simultaneous rotational

sliding of the guiding- zone-forming ends towards each other.

The connecting sections 55, 56, 57, 58 are subjected to large ortho-radial shear stresses which

cause the breaking of the connecting sections and segmentation of the ring 5 into four seg

ments at completion of crimping, thus visually indicating that the crimping was done proper

ly. The ring 5 is configured to break in a controlled manner by rupture of the connecting or

interconnecting sections between the constituent segments of the ring.

A person skilled in the art would understand that the segments 51, 52, 53, 54, which rest on

the surface of the pipe insertion end 6, are configured to transmit the crimping pressure to the

sleeve 4. Additionally, the matching shape of the ends of each segment, connected one to the

other, allows to guide the segments and the crimping tool. This advantageously prevents the

breaking of segment fragments or connecting sections which could ultimately jam the com-

pression tool or cause random and ineffective deformation of the fitting or of another fitting

crimped at a later time.

A person skilled in the art would understand that the ring is shown with four segments. The

number of segments is only provided as an example and is not limiting.

The ring 5 is preferably made of plastic. The body of the fitting is preferably made of brass or

plastic, whereas the sleeve at each end of the fitting can be made of stainless steel or a similar

material.

Figure 4 shows a ring 5' usable on a press fitting according to another aspect of the present

invention. The ring 5', as shown in Figure 4, has four segments , 52', 53', 54' connected by

four connecting sections 55', 56', 57', 58'. The segment is connected to the segment 52' by

the connecting section 55' and is connected to the segment 54' by the connecting section 58'.

The segments 52' and 53' are connected together by the connecting section 56', and the seg-

ments 53' and 54' are connected together by connecting section 57'.



Only the connecting section 55', connecting the two segments 5 , 52,' is described in the fol

lowing. A person skilled in the art would understand that the connections between the other

segments would be identical to the connection of the segments 5 and 52' described below.

The segment 5 is connected to the segment 52' by the connecting section 55'. The segment

5 includes a guiding-zone-forming end 511-2' connected by the connecting section 55' to the

guiding-zone-forming end 521- of the segment 52'.

As shown in Figure 4 the guiding-zone-forming ends 5 11-2' and 521- are of matching shape.

The end 511-2' has an outer tab LI, with a width of less than half the width of segment 5Γ,

that extends around the circumference of the ring, on the pipe-facing side of the ring. The end

521-1" also has an inner tab L2, with a width of less than half the width of segment 52', that

extends around the circumference of the ring, on the fitting facing side of the ring. The two

tabs LI, L2 are mutually connected by the connecting section 55' which runs along an axis

that is substantially perpendicular or oblique with respect to the tabs LI, L2. The two tabs LI,

L2 are preferably configured and sized to fit axially, one next to the other, during crimping

and after the connecting section 55' is broken, the end 5 11-2' opposite the tab L2 forming a

stop for tab L2, and the end 521- Γ opposite the tab L I forming a stop for the tab LI.

Thus during crimping, the pressure exerted by the compression tool causes a substantial re

duction in the circumference of the indicator ring 5', deformation of the connecting section 55'

and simultaneous rotational sliding of the tabs LI, L2 towards each other until connecting

section 55' breaks and stops on the respective segment ends opposite each tab LI, L2.

It must be noted that the tabs LI, L2 have an axial thickness less than or equal to half the axial

thickness of the ring 5', in other words, the corresponding recesses are substantially flush with

or exceeding the mid-plane M of the ring. This prevents possible ring expansion due to the

material remaining after the connecting section 55' is broken. Of course, the tabs can have

various asymmetric axial thicknesses with a differing interconnecting section or differing

wider or narrower recesses as long as breaking the interconnecting section results in the tabs

sliding over each other.



Figure 5 shows, in an axial plane top view, two segments 51", 52" connected to each other by

a connecting section 55" of a ring 5" usable on a press fitting according to another aspect of

the present invention. Figure 5 shows another example for connecting the ring segments.

The segment 51" is connected to the segment 52" by the connecting section 55'. The segment

51" includes a guiding-zone-forming end 511-2" connected by the connecting section 55" to

the guiding-zone-forming end 521-1" of the segment 52".

As shown in Figure 5, the guiding-zone-forming ends 511-2" and 521-1" are of matching

shape. The end 521-1" includes the central recess El, extending along the circumference of

the ring. The end 521-1" includes a central tab E2, opposite the recess El, whose width is

substantially smaller than the width of the recess El. The recess E l and the tab E2 are con

nected to each other by the connecting section 55", including the two sections Tl, T2 extend

ing along an axis that is substantially perpendicular- or oblique to recess E l and tab E2. The

sections T l and T2 are configured to extend from the circumferential end of the recess E l

substantially to the middle of the tab E2. The tab E2 is preferably shaped and sized to fit into

recess E l during the rotation caused by the pressure exerted on the ring during crimping.

Figure 6 shows another associated ring 5-6 usable on a press fitting according to another as-

pect of the present invention.

The ring 56, as shown in Figure 6, has four segments 651, 652, 653, 654 connected by four

connecting sections 655, 656, 657, 658. The segment 651 is connected to the segment 652 by

the connecting section 655 and is connected to the segment 654 by the connecting section

658. The segments 652 and 653 are connected together by the connecting section 656, and the

segments 653 and 654 are connected together by the connecting section 657.

The segments are substantially in the general form of an arc and are configured to bear on the

surface of the pipe insertion end 6. Each segment 651, 652, 653, 654 has on its ends a guiding

zone 6511-1, 6511-2, 6521-1, 6521-2, 6531-1, 6531-2, 6541-1, 6541-2, respectively, connect

ed to and configured to cooperate with the corresponding guiding zone of the adjacent seg

ment 651, 652, 653, 654.



Only the connecting section 655 connecting the two segments 651, 652 is described in the

following. A person skilled in the art would understand that the connections between the other

segments would be the same as those for the segments 65 1 and 652.

The segment 651 is connected to the segment 652 by the connecting section 655. The segment

651 includes a guiding-zone-forming end 6511-2 attached by the connecting section 655 to

the guiding-zone-forming end 6521-1 of the segment 652.

As shown in Figure 6, the guiding-zone-forming ends 651 1-2 and 6521-1 are of matching

shape. The end 651 1-2 has a lower tab LI, running along the circumference of the ring on the

inside perimeter of the ring, its width being less than half the radial thickness of segment 651.

The end 6521-1 has an upper tab L2, running along the circumference of the ring on the o ut

side perimeter of the ring, its width being less than half the radial thickness of segment 652.

The two tabs LI, L2 are mutually connected by the connecting section 655. The connecting

section 655 runs along a radial axis that is substantially perpendicular or oblique with respect

to the tabs LI, L2. The two tabs LI, L2 are preferably shaped and sized to fit when radially

overlapping each other along the radial axis during crimping and after the connecting section

655 is broken. The end 6511-2 opposite the tab L2 forms a stop for the tab L2 and the end

6521-1 opposite L I forms a stop for tab LI.

Figure 7 shows a press fitting 100' allowing connection of a pipe 3 according to one aspect of

the present invention.

The press fitting 100' includes a fitting body 7 1 including an inner fitting support 72 and a

press sleeve 74 defining an insertion space into which the end of the pipe 3 can be inserted.

The press sleeve 74 extends substantially around the inner fitting support 72 of the fitting

body and can be deformed in an irreversible manner, using pressure, to lock the fitting support

72 and the inserted end of the pipe 73. The pressure can be applied by a press jaw or a com

pression tool (not shown).



The press sleeve74 has at its open pipe-side end 741, also called pipe insertion end 741, a

chamfer 742. The chamfer 742 is configured to guide the pipe 3 during insertion of the pipe

into the ring 74 and over the inner support 72 of the press fitting 100'.

The chamfer 742 extends substantially around the entire circumference of the pipe insertion

end 741, giving the pipe insertion end 741 a form that is substantially flared or "trumpet

shaped."

The fitting body 7 1 has an elongated configuration along the longitudinal axis and can be con-

figured in a way that is substantially symmetric with respect to its longitudinal axis.

A ring 75 is inserted or clipped onto the press sleeve74, in the area of the pipe insertion end 6.

As shown in Figure 8, securing means 76, 77 are provided to ensure that the ring stays on the

sleeve, particularly during shipping and handling.

The securing means include inner axial projections 76 and axially external projections 77. The

outer axial projections 76 are configured to bear on the axially external end of the chamfer

742, on the pipe insertion side. The inner axial projections 77 are configured to bear on the

outer axial end of the chamfer 742, on the pipe fitting side.

It must be noted that the projections 76 and 77 have circumferential angular offset positions,

which means there is no axially internal projection aligned with or opposite an axially exter

nal projection. This offset configuration prevents damage to the ring when it is being placed

on the press sleeve 74.

In an alternative embodiment, the securing means 76, 77 of the ring on the sleeve can also be

formed by an axially internal annular projection 76 and an axially external annular projection

77 over the entire circumference of the ring.

The ring 75, as shown in Figures 7 and 8 is placed on the press sleeve74 to partially cover the

end area of the sleeve and to have a section 79 of the ring partially protruding past the end

area of the sleeve towards the pipe. The protruding section 79 advantageously increases the



chamfer zone formed by the sleeve itself. Thus, the insertion of the pipe 3 into the sleeve is

facilitated in two ways, both by the protruding section of the ring 75 and by the chamfer 742

of the press sleeve 4.

The inner circumferential surface of the protruding section 79 and the inner circumferential

surface of the chamfer zone can be aligned to improve pipe insertion. This particular configu

ration is not illustrated in Figure 7 wherein the two surfaces are discontinuous.

Otherwise, ring 75 can be pushed onto the sleeve 4 to be flush with the end area of the sleeve.

Even though the rings shown in figures 3-6 each have a particular configuration of segments

and guiding zones, it must be noted that a combination of embodiments is possible, for exam

ple with a ring including a first configuration of segments and guiding zones according to a

first embodiment, and another configuration of segments and guiding zones and even inclined

planes according to another embodiment.

Figure 9 shows a cross sectional view through a base body 9 1 configured as a press fitting,

where the press fitting is designed as a double socket unit and the base body 9 1 has an inser

tion end 92 and a fitting support with a pipe-guiding surface 93 with profiling 94 as well as

several sealing elements 95 on the pipe-guiding surface 93.

It can also be seen that the press sleeve 910 is coaxially arranged around the pipe-guiding

surface 93, thus forming an annular gap 911 between the pipe-guiding surface 93 and the

sleeve 910.

At the free end 915 of the press sleeve 910 that is assigned to the insertion end 92, the press

fitting shown further comprises a pressing indicator ring 917 that possesses a substantially

radially extending groove 916 into which the free end 915 of the press sleeve 910 projects in

order to establish a non-positive connection between the pressing indicator ring 917 and the

sleeve 910. As can be seen, in order to accomplish this, the free end 915 of the sleeve 910 is

widened in comparison with the rest of the sleeve 910. It is again easy to follow how, when

the sleeve 910 is pressed, the free end 915 of the sleeve 910 is retracted from the groove 916

of the pressing indicator ring 917 and thus uncovers the pressing indicator ring 917. The



pressing indicator ring 917 can furthermore possess a predetermined breaking point along

which it is broken as pressing is carried out. If, in the process, the pressing indicator ring 917

is destroyed to the extent that it falls away completely from the fitting, then the lack of the

pressing indicator ring 917 is by itself sufficient to demonstrate that the corresponding end of

the fitting has been properly pressed.

Figure 10 shows various steps of a crimping process according to one aspect of the present

invention. The process is shown using a press fitting 1000 described above including a ring 5.

Of course, the process could be used with a press fitting and another ring as described in Fig-

ures 3 to 9 .

In step SI, the pipe 3 is inserted into the press fitting 100 onto the inner support 2.

In step S2, a compression tool is placed over the ring 5 on the pipe insertion side of the open

end of the sleeve.

Crimping pressure is applied during step S3 on the ring 5 which transmits the crimping pres

sure through the segments 5 1 to 54 to the sleeve 4. The pressure exerted by the compression

tool causes a substantial reduction in the circumference of the indicator ring 5 by ortho-radial

deformation of the connecting sections 55, 56, 57, 58 and by simultaneous rotational sliding

of the guiding-zone- forming ends of segments 1 to 54 towards each other, thus maintaining

the alignment of the compression tool and/or the segments inside the tool.

In step S4, the connecting sections 55, 56, 57, 58, which are subjected to large ortho-radial

shear stresses, break, which results in the segmentation of the ring 5 into four segments 51,

52, 53, 54 and guides the compression tool when crimping is nearing completion.

Advantageously, the breaking of the ring 5 thus visually indicates that the crimping was done

properly, and the guiding-zone-forming ends of the ring segments help guide the ring seg-

ments towards each other, and guide the crimping tool.

In summary, the invention provides a press fitting with a sleeve equipped with a breakable

ring that is clipped to the end of each sleeve, and a crimping process for such a press fitting.



The ring is configured to visually indicate that the crimping was done properly as well as to

transmit crimping forces. The ring can also guide the crimping or compression tool during

the crimping operation. Furthermore, the ring fully participates in the crimping operation. The

ring is located at the pipe insertion end of the sleeve, not at the middle of the press fitting.

This advantageously assures a good fit between the sleeve and the pipe, preventing buckling

at the pipe insertion end of the sleeve, which also improves the visual appearance of the

crimped fittings.



Claims

1. A press fitting for connecting pipes or for attaching a pipe, comprising a press sleeve

(4) provided at a pipe-side edge (6) with an annular element (5), the annular element being

configured to interact with a compression tool in order to guide the compression tool, the an

nular element being configured to undergo a change in its appearance once a predetermined

action of the compression tool is completed.

2 . Press fitting (100, 100") according to claim 1, including:

a fitting body with a fitting support (2) over which a pipe end (3) can be inserted, the press

sleeve (4), which surrounds the fitting support, configured to be deformed by crimping pre s

sure applied by a compression tool to attach the pipe end (3) to the fitting support (2),

a deformable, breakable annular element (5) located at an open end of the sleeve, configured

to transmit the crimping pressure to the press sleeve (4), the annular element (5) being config

ured to transmit forces that are acting on the annular element in the area of the pipe-side edge

(6) during the time that the compression tool is applied to the compression sleeve, wherein the

annular element (5) is configured to be broken or remain permanently deformed by the action

of a compression tool.

3. Press fitting according to Claim 1, wherein the annular element can be configured to

transmit the crimping pressure to the compression sleeve, while serving as a guide during

crimping, wherein the annular element (5) is configured to guide the compression tool in such

a way that the edges of the compression tool and of the press sleeve are in alignment, and/or

are or remain at least partially visible during at least the greater part of the time that the com

pression tool is being applied.

4. Press fitting according to anyone of claims 1 to 3, wherein the annular element (5) is

configured to be permanently deformed in an orthoradial direction by the action of a compres

sion tool, and said annular element contains in particular predominantly orthoradially deform

able sectors.



5. Press fitting according to anyone of claims 1 to 4, wherein the annular element (5) is

provided and intended, as a result of the action of a compression tool, to undergo a reduction

in the radius of curvature, and/or the annular element possesses sectors having a radius of

curvature that is less than the radius of curvature of the press sleeve prior to deformation and

that corresponds in particular substantially to the radius of curvature of the adjacent section of

pipe.

6. Press fitting according to anyone of claims 1 to 5, wherein the annular element (5) is

designed with a chamfer on the compression tool side and/or on the pipe side, in particular

wherein the open end (41) of the sleeve comprises a chamfer (42) to guide the insertion of the

pipe end.

7. Press fitting according to anyone of claims 1 to 6, wherein at least half, preferably

more than two thirds, and in particular preferably at least 90%, of the peripheral inner surface

of the annular element (5) is in contact with the pipe-side edge (6) of the press sleeve prior to

deformation, in particular the ring (5) is flush with the open end of the crimp sleeve.

8. Press fitting according to anyone of claims 1 to 7, wherein the annular element (5) is

prevented from moving axially.

9. Press fitting according to anyone of claims 2 to 8, wherein the annular element (5) has

a plurality of segments (51, 52, 53, 54) connected by a plurality of connecting sections (55,

56, 57, 58), the annular element being configured to have a substantial reduction in circumfer

ence when crimping pressure is applied, through ortho-radial deformation of the connecting

sections and simultaneous sliding of the segments towards each other.

10. Press fitting according to claim 9, wherein each segment (51, 52, 53, 54) has a guiding

zone (511-1, 511-2, 521-1, 521-2, 531-1, 531-2, 541-1, 541-2) at its ends, each guiding-zone-

forming end being connected to and configured to cooperate with the guiding-zone-forming

end of the adjacent segment.

11. Press fitting according to claim 10, wherein each guiding-zone-forming end substan

tially corresponds in shape to the guiding-zone-forming end to which it is connected.



12. Press fitting according to claim 10, wherein the shape of each guiding-zone-forming

end substantially matches the guiding-zone-forming end to which it is connected such that the

two connected ends fit into each other during crimping.

13. Fitting according to claim 9, wherein the connecting sections (55, 56, 57, 58) are con

figured to break when a sufficient crimping pressure has been applied.

14. Fitting according to any of the claims 2 to 13, wherein the annular element (75) is in

serted into the open end of the compression sleeve, and wherein the annular element has a

protruding section (79) protruding from the open end of the press sleeve towards the pipe.

15. Fitting according to claim 14, the protruding section (79) forming a chamfer to guide

the insertion of the pipe end.

16. Use of a press fitting according to any of claims 1 to 15, wherein a compression tool is

guided to an open end of a press sleeve using a deformable, breakable annular element which

is located at the open end of the compression sleeve, the annular element being configured to

transmit the crimping pressure to the compression sleeve.

17. A crimping process including the application of crimping pressure by a compression

tool on a deformable breakable annular element at the open end of a press fitting according to

anyone of claims 1 to , the annular element segments and/or the compression tool remain

ing guided when the annular element breaks under the force of the compression pressure

while applying a deforming force on the sleeve through and at the annular element.
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